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ABSTRACT
Interactive and realistic teacher training is hard to scale. This is a

key issue for learning at scale, as inadequate preparation can nega-

tively impact both students and teachers.What if we could make the

teacher training experience more engaging and, as a downstream

effect, reduce the potential for harm that teachers-in-training could

inflict on students? We present GPTeach, an interactive chat-based

teacher training tool that allows novice teachers to practice with

simulated students. We performed two studies to evaluate GPTeach:

one think-aloud study and one A/B test between our tool and a base-

line. Participants took the role of a teaching assistant conducting

office hours with two GPT-simulated students. We found that our

tool provides the opportunity for teachers to get valuable teaching

practice without the pressures of affecting real students, allowing

them to iterate their responses both during and across sessions.

Additionally, participants enjoyed flexibility in tailoring their re-

sponses according to the varied personas, needs, and learning goals.

In this paper, we provide quantitative results and qualitative ob-

servations to inform future work in this area. We conclude with

a discussion of actionable design ideas for such systems, as well

as other ways to use this tool for evaluating teachers and students.

GPTeach has recently been deployed into the teacher training com-

ponent of an online course with over 800 novice teachers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Teacher training is often riddled with obstacles, one of them being

that it is difficult to train novice teachers at scale. Lack of com-

prehensive, engaging teacher training is harmful to students and

educators alike. The impact of poor teacher training, and conse-

quently poor instruction, has detrimental effects not only in the

short term for students, but also in the long run for education.

The issue of poor teacher training is multifaceted; it is difficult to

carry out because at the core teachers-in-training require practice,

often with real students, but given that the teachers are still learn-

ing, they run the risk of harming students. Additionally, with the

rise in demand for peer teachers (e.g., teaching assistants), scaling

the demand for students to practice teaching with is logistically

challenging and unsustainable. This problem is yet to be solved in

online systems also due to scaling issues—the best available solu-

tions being online webinars, which are human resource and time

intensive, and rule-based dialogue systems [4, 22], which are often

incomplete or inadequate due to the time needed to generate con-

tent. For example, consider Code in Place
1
, a large massive online

course that has, to date, trained over 2,200 novice teachers. In this

course, despite the central role of teachers, the difficulty in scaling

has made the provided teacher training minimal [29, 30]. GPTeach

has recently been deployed into the teacher training component of

Code in Place 2023 with over 800 novice teachers. See the discussion

for more details on our deployment experience.

The main insight behind this project is that the recent advances

in Large Language Models (LLMs, or Foundation Models), partic-

ularly the Generative Pretrained Transformer (GPT) models [7],

could present a unique opportunity to create believable simulated

students, and in turn allow us to scale engaging teacher training.

GPT has already been disruptive to education with uses, for exam-

ple, in carrying out academic integrity violations [8]. The main use

cases posited for GPT in education are ones where GPT enables an

autonomous teacher or oracle of knowledge. Tack and Piech have

shown that existing GPT models make for substandard teachers

[34]. Current GPT models are inconsistent and inaccurate in their

responses, and may build student overreliance on the technology.

The same reasons that make GPT models problematic teachers,

make GPT models very believable students. LLMs have great po-

tential to drastically shift the landscape of teacher education in a

positive way, not only by their use in creating intelligent tutors,

but also in their use in generating simulated students.

1
https://codeinplace.stanford.edu/

https://doi.org/10.1145/3573051.3593393
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We introduce GPTeach, an interactive chat-based tool for novice

teachers to practice teaching with GPT-simulated students. We use

this tool to simulate 1-1 teacher-student interactions, as well as

1-many interactions. We perform two studies to evaluate GPTeach,

one think-aloud and one comparative. Participants are tasked with

completing six teaching sessions where they take on the role of a

teaching assistant (TA) in an online CS1 office hours session with

two simulated students. We find that the tool provides participants

with a safe space to practice teaching and to iterate on their re-

sponses based on different student personas, learning goals, and

specific session scenarios. We report quantitative results and quali-

tative observations of participant interactions with this novel tool.

GPTeach helps novice teachers become better prepared for their real

office hours, making them more confident educators. The tool also

provides instructors with a way to evaluate and provide feedback

to their TAs. Finally, we discuss implications of this tool as well

as suggest design ideas for future LLM-based simulated-student

teacher training tools.

The contributions of this paper are:

(1) We pose a novel challenge: how to create synthetic students,

using LLMs, in a way that is useful for teacher training.

(2) We created an open source tool, GPTeach, where teachers

can practice teaching simulated students. This includes a

user experience and GPT prompting algorithm
2
.

(3) We ran a qualitative study and an A/B test with both experi-

enced and novice teachers and compiled a set of observations

from the experiments that provide a foundation for future

research in this area.

2 RELATEDWORK
Our work builds on prior work on teacher training practices, the use

of LLMs in education, and prompt engineering to simulate human

responses.

2.1 Teacher Training Practices
There has been much work on developing successful teacher train-

ing practices and tools, which is well summarized by the Bragg et al.

systematic review [6]. Other studies have focused on the possibility

of measuring teaching ability in teacher language. Demszky et al.

[10], for instance, examined several ways of determining how well

a teacher replies to a student in student-teacher interactions. Their

data comprised 2,246 student-teacher dialogic pairs taken from the

National Center for Teacher Effectiveness Main Study (NCTE)
3
, a

three-year long observation of mathematics instruction. Besides

human evaluations of uptake (when a teacher acknowledges and

revoices students’ ideas during instruction), Demszky et al. [10]

also developed an automated method that could predict uptake as

a next-utterance classification task. They fine-tuned a BERT lan-

guage model [11] and found a significant correlation (𝜌 = .54) with

human evaluations.

2.2 LLMs as Tutors
Some significant work in education at scale has been in chatbot

agents for education [35], used specifically as AI tutors. Beetle [12]

2
https://github.com/juliamarkel/GPTeach

3
https://doi.org/10.3886/ICPSR36095.v3

and AutoTutor [16, 25] are two exemplars of software that can

respond to user prompts, often giving broad hints. In more recent

work, with Quizbot, Ruan et al. [32, 33] have shown the effects of

advances in LLMs in furthering the field of chatbots for teaching

purposes. Roller et al. propose a framework for further developing

open-domain chatbots [31].

In the AI Teacher Test [34], Tack and Piech showed that GPT

makes for a bad teacher. They found that GPT teachers, though

good at conversational uptake, lack pedagogical skills to render

them quality tutors. However, we ask: how will this work stand

given the new GPT technology? Recent integrations of GPT-4 [26]

in educational sites such as Quizlet with Q-Chat and Khan Academy

with Khanmigo, and many others following suit, show the promise

of educational chatbots using GPT technology. AI tutors are quickly

improving in reliability as well as in pedagogy. Prior research has

focused on developing and investigating the effectiveness and uses

of AI tutors by students, whereas our work aims to build AI students

and study these [AI]student-[human]tutor interactions.

2.3 Prompt Engineering to Simulate Humans
Our teacher training tool uses GPT, an LLM that takes a prompt

and generates a completion of the prompt [7]. Work has shown

promising results suggesting that LLMs can be prompted to elicit

desired model behaviors [18–20]. Moreover, recent work has shown

that with dedicated prompting techniques, LLMs can be successfully

used to simulate human sub-populations [2]. Work by Arora et al.

outlines various prompting techniques [3]. Additionally, Park et

al. use special GPT prompting techniques to simulate not just one

person, but a whole online-community comprised of simulated

individuals with unique personalities [27, 28].

3 THE TOOL: GPTEACH
GPTeach is a novel teacher training tool that allows teachers-in-

training to practice teaching with GPT-simulated students. This tool

is designed to simulate a variety of student personas, generating

teaching sessions across a multitude of topics beyond CS and guided

by distinct learning goals. We describe its features here.

3.1 Teacher Training Tool Interface
The GPTeach interface is composed of three main components:

session description, learning goals, and chat pane (see Figure 1).

The session description consists of a teacher role and topic-specific

scenario descriptions. The former is a more detailed explanation of

the role that the user is taking on during the particular teaching

session. An example role description may be the following: “You’re a
TA for a CS1 course. You’re hosting online office hours”. The scenario
descriptions provide additional material-centered context for the

teaching session, namely, the content or topic(s) of focus for the

session; for example, “The assignment this week is on for loops” or
“The students have a question regarding how the following line works:
new_string = input_string[:-1]”.

Each session also includes learning goals for the teachers-in-

training to make note of and work toward, such as “Facilitate stu-
dents helping each other”. These learning goals are meant to guide

teachers in their teaching sessions, encouraging them to take an

appropriate approach and giving them an objective to aim to fulfill.

https://github.com/juliamarkel/GPTeach
https://doi.org/10.3886/ICPSR36095.v3
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Figure 1: The GPTeach user interface is composed of a chat pane (1), session description (2), and learning goals (3).

For this iteration of the interface and for study purposes, we

chose six distinct scenarios and three learning goals (see previously

linked GitHub repository) based on common CS1 curricula and core

teaching goals, respectively. The system is built such that these

components can be easily authored and modified to suit specific

use cases, even outside computer science. The main component

of the interface is the interactive chat pane where conversations

between the teacher-in-training and simulated students take place.

3.2 Unique Student Personas with GPT
Prompting

To generate student responses following user messages, GPTeach

formulates specific prompts to send to GPT-3 via an API call. The

prompts we send to GPT-3 are, as seen in Section 3.3, composed

of four main components: a) context, b) student personas, c) recap,

and d) message log. We describe these and prompt composition.

3.2.1 Context. The context portion of the prompt is made up of a

general setting explanation, in the form of “Student 1 and Student
2 are attending office hours with their TA”. This is followed by the

scenario description, which as aforementioned, varies based on

the particular teaching session and topic. Altogether, this context

sets the scene for the interaction, providing important background

information for GPT-3 in crafting its response.

3.2.2 Personas. In the next part of the prompt, we insert hand-

crafted student personas that are pulled from a list of student de-

scriptions. These are written using the following guiding formula:

“[Student name] is a [first through fourth] year stu-

dent studying [major] at a [large] university. They

are taking an [intro programming] class, their [first

or second] time ever. They are [characteristics such

as shy, nervous, excited, curious, competitive]. Their

mindset going into office hours is [description such

as apprehensive, motivated, helpless].”

The student personas were authored based on prior literature [21]

and the authors’ experience in teaching and holding office hours.

This student description provides key information for GPT-3 to

refer to when responding as the simulated student. Specifying these

unique student personas in the prompt enables realistic (to varying

extents—see discussion in section 7.1) interactions between teachers

and the simulated students.

Note that in our student persona database we leave gender pro-

nouns as variables; we associate names with their given pronouns

and then randomly assign them to student personas to help elimi-

nate gender bias (e.g., the timid student persona can be assigned

to both Luca, he/him, and Heidi, she/her). Additionally, our pool

of names comes from a random selection of a carefully curated

larger list of ethnically and culturally diverse names. The name and

persona assignments are randomized so as to avoid enforcing or

creating harmful stereotypes.

Actual persona descriptions are hidden to the user and main-

tained only behind the scenes for use in GPT-3 prompting. This is a

design choice made in order to streamline the teaching sessions by

reducing extraneous information as well as more closely resemble

real-life teacher-students interactions.

3.2.3 Prompt Recap. Next, GPTeach appends an auto-generated

prompt recap. This summary is based on context and personas,

which includes important keywords and unique session identifiers,
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such as “office hours”, “for loops”, “[Student1] is confident”. We en-

capsulate this prompt recap into an HTML tag, to indicate the end

of the background information portion of the prompt that remains

constant, as well as to inject important details we would like to

emphasize to the LLM. As found by Park et al. [28], we can leverage

the semantic richness of HTML tags seen by GPT-3 in training

data to give additional emphasis to certain details. These recaps are

an essential step of the prompting process, acting as a “refresher”

for GPT-3 such that the important details are not “forgotten”. In

generative models such as GPT-3, the latest information is weighted

most heavily when a response is being generated [7], so our recap

ensures that important contextual information is emphasized and

given more consideration in GPT-3’s response.

3.2.4 Message Log. Finally, GPTeach adds the student-teacher mes-

sage log to the end of the prompt. Initially this chat record consists

of an inaugural message from the teacher-in-training. GPTeach

then appends “<EOM>” (End of Message) to it to mark the end

of the teacher’s message. Each subsequent chat from the students

and teacher is added into the prompt and sent back and forth to

GPT-3 during the session. On the backend, GPTeach parses the

response from the GPT-3 API call to render the generated student

messages in the chat pane. The simulated student responses mimic

the example structure and come back to GPTeach with <EOM> to

mark the end of each simulated student response, which is then

used to accurately parse each individual message.

3.3 Full Prompt Example
Below is an example of a full GPTeach prompt, sent to GPT-3 via

API call, mid-session (following two TA messages).

a) Context
Claire and Brenda go to office hours with their very kind TA. The

assignment this week is on for loops. The students are discreet

about their personalities, but still act in character. Send <EOM> tag

at end of each student message.

b) Personas
Student 1 Persona
Claire is a first year computer science student at Stanford. She

is currently taking an introductory computer science class, for

the second time, since she failed the first time. She is extremely

panicked, worried, and confused about the class given her failure

in the previous quarter. She has an undefined mindset going into

office hours, but is apprehensive and concerned.

Student 2 Persona
Brenda is a sophomore undergraduate student studying Computer

Science at Stanford. She is taking an introductory computer science

course for the first time and is apathetic towards the subject. Her

mindset going into office hours is helpless and she is not expecting

much help from the TA.

c) Recap
<span className=’Claire-worried, panicked, apprehensive’
className=’Brenda-apathetic, helpless, pessimistic’
style="for loops" context="intro-cs-class-python"
id=’Claire-goes-to-office-hours’
id=’Brenda-goes-to-office-hours’></span>

d) Message Log
TA: Hi how’s it going? <EOM>

Claire: Hi, I’m really struggling with the for loops assignment. I’m

really worried that I’m going to fail this class again. <EOM>

Brenda: Hi, I’m not sure I understand the for loops assignment. I’m

not sure I’m going to be able to get it. <EOM>

TA: Let’s work through it together! <EOM>

4 METHODS
To evaluate GPTeach, we performed two different kinds of user

studies: one using a think-aloud protocol [17] with 14 participants

and the other an unsupervised, online comparative study with 10

participants. In both studies participants went through six teaching

sessions, with distinct scenarios and specified learning goals in each

one. Each session consisted of interactive office hours, held via chat,

with two GPT-simulated students, where participants played the

role of the TA. Participants moved onto the next session at their

own pace; the instructions stated for them to move on when they

felt they had achieved the learning goals. At the end of each study,

we presented the participant with a brief survey with a variety of

questions regarding their experience with the tool they used.

The first half of the sessions (1-3) had the following learning

goals: understand student misconceptions and hidden blockers and
create a safe, inclusive learning environment. The learning goal for
the last half (4-6) was to facilitate students helping each other.

4.1 Think-aloud Study
The first study we ran was a small-scale (N=14) think-aloud study.

We asked participants to follow a think-aloud protocol, narrating

their actions and thoughts so we could gain insight into their inter-

actions with and sentiments toward our tool. We had a dedicated

computer station in our lab for the study, allowing us to take au-

dio and screen recordings for use in later analysis. Participants

were verbally briefed with their task, which was to go through six

teaching sessions taking on the role of a TA, asked to think-aloud,

and were then prompted to begin the study. The research team did

not intervene at any point (aside from encouraging participants

to continue thinking aloud if they became silent), though several

participants asked the team questions mid-study. Upon the conclu-

sion of the teaching sessions, the screen recordings were stopped

to preserve confidentiality in survey responses.

4.1.1 Participants. We recruited participants who were students

in a CS1 course as well as from a group of section leaders for a

(different) CS1 course. To explore the relationship between use of

our tool and teaching skill level, as well as to test generalizability,

we classified participants as experienced teachers (N=8) and novice

teachers (students and first-time TAs) (N=6). Each participant was

compensated with a $10 gift card to a local coffee shop.

4.1.2 Behavioral Observations and Transcript Coding. During the
think-aloud study, the research team was looking for participant

insights around general usage of the tool, particular vocalized opin-

ions of the interaction, and teaching practices used. We were also

looking for any distinct patterns of interaction across participants.

At the end of each study, following the teaching sessions, we pre-

sented participants with an optional survey form. Here we asked
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Figure 2: The conditions for the comparative study: GPTeach (left), an interactive chat-based interface vs. baseline tool (right),
a three-option dialogue system.

questions pertaining to experience using the tool and sentiments

toward the training. Specifically, we asked participants what they

liked about the interaction and what they wished was different.

We also devised a rubric (see Table 1), based on common student-

teacher interaction frameworks [21], to evaluate participant session

transcripts. Using this rubric we evaluated the transcripts of the

think-aloud study participants, noting patterns in relation to spe-

cific learning goals.

Table 1: Rubric for Evaluating GPTeach Teacher Transcripts

Gives students a directed greeting

Inquires further about student questions/misunderstandings

Answers question(s)

Provides example(s)

Asks for example(s)

Asks for student to repeat back explanation(s)

Concludes/closes/recaps session

Asks students what they know already

Asks long-form questions rather than yes/no

Uses inclusive language

Makes note of learning goals

Addresses students’ main points and concerns

4.2 Comparison Study
We also conducted an A/B test with 10 participants, where each

participant was randomly assigned to complete teacher training

with either GPTeach (see Figure 2, left) or a rule-based dialogue sys-

tem baseline (see Figure 2, right). The order of the sessions, content,

and learning goals remained the same between both conditions.

Rather than being briefed verbally on their tasks, the participants

were presented with written instructions prior to the beginning of

the study. At the end of the study, we asked participants in both

conditions to respond to the same questionnaire. In particular, we

asked questions about how engaging the teaching experience was.

4.2.1 Participants. For this study, we recruited participants from

different sources: students in a CS1 course, a mailing list of former

students of a large-scale online CS1 course, and first-time TAs.

Again, we classified participants into groups of experienced (N=6)

and novice (N=4) teachers. We had (N=6) participants randomly

assigned to the baseline condition and (N=4) participants assigned

to the GPTeach condition. The participants’ teaching experiences

were spread evenly between the control and experiment groups.

The participants were not compensated.

4.2.2 Baseline Comparison Tool. To test how our system performed

versus other standards of teacher training tools, we decided to build

our own baseline inspired by the most widespread and interactive

online training paradigm that is currently available, rule-based

dialogue systems [4, 22]. The options of these systems grow expo-

nentially, where each conversational step opens to three unique

options, which in turn each have three additional options and so on.

This makes generating content challenging and time consuming.

Given the time intensity of hand-generating content for these

simulations, the baseline tool only engages users for three conver-

sational steps, a limitation of such systems as well as our study.

The general logic of the branching for the baseline was as follows.

The first step offered three greetings ranging in tone from very

welcoming to aloof. The second conversational step gave three

options of addressing student questions, ranging from giving away

the answer to asking students what they already knew. Finally, the

last conversational step provided three different ways to end the

interaction, ranging from checking for understanding to a more pas-

sive conclusion of the session (e.g., “can you give me an example?”

versus “let me know if there’s anything else I can help with.”).

4.2.3 Participant Preference. Following each condition of this com-

parative study, participants were asked to fill out an optional form

that asked about their experience with the training tool (either

GPTeach or the baseline). Specifically, we asked participants to

rank how likely they were to recommend the tool to a friend from

1-10. We also asked open-ended questions regarding what they

liked about their experience and what they wished was different.
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the observed technique. The frequency of each technique
changes as the learning goals change.

5 RESULTS
We present quantitative and qualitative results as well as interaction

insights from both the think-aloud study and the comparative study.

5.1 Observations of Participant Patterns
From the think-aloud study we gathered patterns of how partici-

pants used and perceived GPTeach. We analyzed over 1600 mes-

sages between simulated-students (1050+ messages) and teachers-

in-training (600+ messages) across 84 sessions.

5.1.1 Decreased Time Pressure. One of the benefits participants
noted was decreased time pressure. Participants were able to spend

time carefully crafting responses, while still being immersed in a

real-time session, without any repercussions of making real stu-

dents wait. Having more time to write a response allowed partici-

pants the opportunity to 1) take a moment to use more inclusive

language and 2) devise an appropriate strategy to help the students

and work toward the learning goal(s).

The relaxed time constraint offered participants the opportunity

to revise their messages, in some cases editing to use inclusive

language. We observed several instances of participants writing and

editing messages for inclusion. Across the 84 sessions, we found 15

occasions of explicitly using inclusive language (e.g., “hi everyone”,

“does anyone...”) by the participants to greet the simulated students.

More often (N=28), participants were implicitly using inclusive

language, referring to both students by name (e.g., “Hi Luca and

Heidi...”). There were some instances (N=9) of participants using

non-inclusive language to greet the students (e.g., “Hi guys”). One

participant reported,

“I liked that I could go back and change hi guys to
hi y’all in order to use more inclusive language, it’s

something I wouldn’t otherwise be able to catch and

work on”

The remaining greetings were neutral in inclusion (e.g., "Hi").

5.1.2 Learning Goals Affect Approaches. We observed differences

in participant approach based on different learning goals. In sessions

1-3 where one of the learning goals was “Understand student mis-
conceptions and hidden blockers”, participants were more likely to

provide the students with examples and focus more on instruction.

Specifically, we found that in these sessions participants provided

examples 69% of the time, whereas in sessions 4-6, where the learn-

ing goal changed to “Facilitate students helping each other”, the
frequency dropped to 39% of the time. In sessions 4-6 we saw partic-

ipants shifting their focus toward connecting the two students (see

Figure 3). Occasionally, this was done through asking one student

to explain what they knew to the other student (36% of the time

in sessions 4-6 versus 22% of the time in sessions 1-3). More often,

this was done by asking one of the students to provide an example

for the other student to work on (44% of the time in session 4-6

versus 11% of the time in sessions 1-3). Additionally, in sessions

4-6 we found that participants were more likely to ask open-ended

questions than in the first sessions (64% of the time versus 47%),

suggesting that the learning goal of facilitating students helping

each other encouraged participants to further engage the students

and get them interacting with each other more.

5.1.3 Practicing Pedagogy vs Course Material. In addition to the

main objective of practicing teaching pedagogy, every participant

practiced explaining content-specific concepts, with varying tech-

niques deployed. Some predominantly (through 75% or more of the

sessions) used a mix of explanations and examples (N=10) partici-

pants, whereas others (N=4) simply explained the concepts without

deploying any particular pedagogy.

5.1.4 Unique and Familiar Patterns. Combining observations from

the in-person study with transcript evaluation via our rubric, we

were able to determine that many participant patterns of interac-

tion with the simulated students align with those of real student

interactions. We further outline some of the similarities, as well as

noted deviations, observed in the think-aloud study.

We found that the conversation arc followed a structure simi-

lar to what has been noted in real-life teaching interactions. Our

participants would greet their students in 90% of the total (N=84)

sessions, ask clarifying questions (75% of sessions)—attempt some

problem diagnosis, and then engage in an explain-react-example

cycle (92% of sessions), often ending in a conclusion or resolution

phase (65% of sessions), with ordering and prevalence of techniques

varying by participant approach. This teaching session progression

is similar to what has been shown in prior literature [21]. While

this overarching interaction framework was a shared commonality

amongst the majority of participants, other patterns showed deep

variety.

We observed that participants were split in their approach to

prioritization of student concerns. Though most participants (N=7)

tended to (in more than half of their sessions) prioritize students

with more fundamental misconceptions, many (N=5) placed more

urgency on the students who reported feeling uneasiness and dis-

tress. Another factor for deciding which student to address first was

relevance of the question; some simulated student personas were

off topic, which often led to participants deferring those student

questions until the on-topic student questions were answered. An

additional heuristic for question prioritization was whether or not
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answering one student’s question would help the other student

with their question. Finally, we found that some (N=2), though few,

participants addressed students in the order that their message

came in, sequentially.

We also found patterns of interest surrounding participant reac-

tions to GPTeach response failures. We categorized these simulated-

student response failures as one of the following two errors: unre-

alistic response or lack of response from the system. Out of 1082

student engagements, we noted 100 system failures. Of these, only

5% were due to an unrealistic student response (e.g., “Hey!...I’m

taking this course to boost my GPA, so I’m eager to show off my

innovative solutions to you...”). The remaining 95% of the errors

were due to limitations of the LLM as well as prompt design, which

together caused the simulated students to “go silent”, not sending a

follow-up response. In roughly 75% of the no-response cases, it is

ambiguous whether participants interpreted this failure as a true

system error or a “feature”.

Participants had vastly different responses to this lack of student

answer. Some participants felt it was their fault, stating phrases

such as,

“Oh no, maybe I was too intimidating. Let me be more
reassuring and ask them a different way”.

Others took the lack of response as an indication that the question

was too difficult, beyond the reach of the students, and noted,

“Maybe that’s too much too soon. Let me take a step
back and start with an easier question”.

Participants often (68% of the time) decided to ask the simulated-

students a different question or rephrase their message as a re-

sult of this. In other occasions (8% of the time), participants noted

the lack of response as a tool-related limitation and simply tried

re-prompting by sending the same message again. Finally, some

participants took the lack of response to indicate that the students’

questions were answered and that perhaps they had left or logged

off and simply moved onto the next session (24% of the time).

5.1.5 Additional Results. We also found that participants benefited

from the iterative practice built into GPTeach. From session to ses-

sion, participants noted they enjoyed being able to “try out different
things” ; some noted they felt more confident in their responses by

the last couple of sessions. Participant 4 shared,

“I liked the ability to think about and edit your responses
towards maximum benefit. I also liked the way forcing
you to repeat the interaction allowed you to accumulate
beneficial modifications to your approach. Essentially,
it was almost like rehearsing a speech or interaction,
with all the benefits that entails”.

Additionally, with the variety of simulated student personas,

participants were able to practice and make note of different im-

portant strategies to employ when interacting with certain kinds

of students. GPTeach is able to simulate social dynamics in student-

teacher teaching settings, giving teachers the chance to practice

mediating peer-peer learning interactions in a safe setting.

Some participants (N=3) reported feeling less motivated since

they were not interacting with real students, but rather with a

chatbot, with some saying things such as, “it’s fine since it’s just a
chatbot”. Others (N=2) even noted skepticism toward the capabilities

of the tool stating, “I’m not sure if this LLM is capable of this. . . ”.
Nevertheless, we had a few (N=3) think-aloud study participants

ask if the simulated students were real students, with Participant 3

stating that,

“Responses and questions felt genuine, experience felt
like I was actually helping people”.

In general, participants reported predominantly positive senti-

ments toward GPTeach as a means of practicing a variety of skills

associated with teaching (e.g., example generation and strategizing

session approach were cited by participants). They also made some

constructive comments that we explore further in the discussion

and limitations sections.

5.2 A/B Test
In our comparison study, the 10 participants were randomly as-

signed either the control teacher training tool or the GPTeach

condition. We found that participants preferred our tool to the

dialogue-based tool. Specifically, in response to the question “would

you recommend this tool to a friend?”, teachers-in-training who

were given GPTeach had an average recommender score of 8.5, and

teachers-in-training who were given the baseline had an average

recommender score of 5.7 (effect size = 2.8, relative effect = 49pp, 𝑝

= 0.05). We found this statistical significance through bootstrapping

[23], with 10,000 iterations. Since this A/B test was conducted on a

small sample size, the results should be interpreted as having high

variance. Nevertheless, the large effect size is a promising signal.

Participants using the baseline tool reported feeling that their

actions were limited. Participant 2 said,

“The types of answers and responses were very limited.
Some options were clearly too short or simple, while
others were obviously a better approach. I never received
any negative feedback from the students, and I didn’t
have to adapt if only one of them understood but the
other didn’t.”

Sharing a similar sentiment, Participant 3 reported wishing the

[baseline] interface allowed for “proper interactions”. Participants
who used GPTeach reported positive sentiments toward the real-

time conversational nature of the interface. In the experiment group

using GPTeach, Participant 6 reported,

“The responses were fast and kind of human like so that
was cool”.

Another participant in the GPTeach condition, Participant 10, noted,

“It certainly gives an area to clear conceptual under-
standing or any problemwhere they were stuck up [on].”

In the GPTeach condition, the average number of messages sent

by the participants across each session was 11, where the aver-

age messages sent for each session is as follows: session one: 13.5,

session two: 9, session three: 10, session four: 10.75, session five:

11.25, session six: 11.75. In the baseline condition, participants were

limited to sending three messages, given the aforementioned limi-

tations of dialogue-based systems.
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6 DISCUSSION
We discuss some of the implications of our results, which suggest,

for example, that participants enjoyed having more time to craft

thoughtful responses and brush up on course content.

6.1 Interpretation of Results
In particular, we noted that by having a decreased sense of time

pressure participants were able to be more thoughtful with their re-

sponses since they did not feel they needed to respond immediately

as in an office hours session with real students. Aside from taking

time to carefully craft examples and revising to consider inclusive

language, participants were able to spend time devising a strategy

for their teaching sessions. With the think-aloud study, we were

able to gain insights into the thought process behind the messages

that participants sent.

We discovered differences in participant approaches based on

learning goals, suggesting that our tool provides teachers the op-

portunity to practice different skills and strategies. We learned

that GPTeach is able to closely simulate real-life student-teaching

interactions at the overarching conversational narrative level.

We also noted the potential for GPTeach to be used as a means

to brush up on course material in addition to teaching pedagogy.

Not only did this provide the opportunity for the participants to

practice teaching moves for when they may not know the answer,

but it also gave them the chance to iteratively think through the

content with the students and strengthen their own understanding

of the material. This suggests GPTeach’s potential for being used

to get teachers “warmed up” prior to real teaching sessions.

These findings lead us to believe that GPTeach accurately simu-

lates, while still augmenting, teacher training; GPTeach provides

many of the aforementioned benefits while keeping what it means

to go through a teaching session at the core.

6.2 Perception of GPT and LLMs in Education
There is a lot of attention surrounding ChatGPT [1] and the use of

LLMs in general but particularly in education [15]. We propose an

optimistic view of the future of education with LLMs; we discuss

the potential implications of the novelty underlying our tool.

Despite the detrimental effects GPT and similar LLMs have had

and will continue to have on academic integrity and the stability

of the education system, we believe that educators should lean

into this exciting new technology, thinking of ways to leverage it

rather than yield to it [5, 13]. With GPTeach, we have done exactly

that, using the technology to place the teacher at the center of

the training process, providing an engaging and scalable teaching

experience.

6.3 Real World Deployment
GPTeach has since been used as part of teacher training in Code

in Place 2023, a course with over 800 novice teachers from around

the world [29]. We modified the interface to make it more closely

resemble a video call, the teaching modality of the particular class.

GPTeach was positively received by the course staff and by teachers-

in-training. Teachers who were non-native English speakers found

the tool particularly useful. One teacher commented, unsolicited,

in the teacher lounge, “I’ve tried this, and I (a non-native speaker)

Figure 4: GPTeach in Code in Place 2023 Teacher Training.
The tool has since been used in a classroom which trained
over 800 novice teachers.

personally find it super helpful. It’s like making my own script of what
I should say for the next section! Thank you for the staff to provide
this tool”. This deployment was not run as a controlled experiment

as the course staff wanted all teachers to have access to the tool.

7 LIMITATIONS
In this section we discuss both the limitations of our studies and

results, as well as limitations of the implementation of GPTeach

and technology underlying it. In particular, we explore issues sur-

rounding prompting and GPT response, stochasticity of LLMs, and

participant preconceptions toward the tool.

7.1 Prompting and GPT-3
With the current prompting techniques used, it was difficult to

generate personas that strictly embodied the characteristics given

in the prompt. Due to this limitation in prompting, the student per-

sonas were at times not unique from one another in their responses.

We believe that with additional tuning and prompting techniques it

is possible to attain more coherent student personas throughout en-

tire teaching sessions. An example technique is injecting important

characteristic information in the form of a recap, as mentioned in

our methods section, following every few conversation steps rather

than just the initial context prompt.

Beyond student personas, current LLM technology is still such

that the responses, though prompted in a way meant to simulate

a student, are at times unconvincing. LLMs can perform well at

simulating human behavior, andwith advanced prompt engineering

can come close to accurately doing so, but they are not humans.

When GPTeach produces a response that is not representative of

what a student would actually say, it may make the teacher lose

focus on the teaching session, interrupting flow. Additionally, the

limitation of this proxy is that teachers can get a very close to

realistic teaching experience, but never a truly representative one.

Given the current state of GPTeach, it may be easy for teachers

to try to get through sessions quickly to “game the AI”. GPTeach’s

simulated students have shown to be generally accepting of teacher

instruction, whether it is detailed or of high quality or not. This

means that, unlike with real students, there is little push-back to
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inadequate teaching quality. By adding a teaching response evalua-

tion component to GPTeach, we feel that this limitation could be

assuaged.

Another limitation of our work is the stochasticity of GPT-3, and

consequently of the student responses. Though the distribution

and variety of responses is a strength of our approach, this makes

evaluation of the system less straightforward as it does not allow

for exact reproducibility.

7.2 Effects of Novelty on the Study
We also consider the effects of the novelty of ChatGPT on priming

our participants prior to the study. Though it would seem that

participants may have been disproportionately more engaged with

the tool due to atmospheric excitement surrounding GPT, we did

not find this to necessarily be the case. Due to the synthetic nature

of a GPT-simulated student interaction, we believe some users may

not feel compelled to provide a high quality teaching experience.

With the continual advancement of conversational LLMs and

further work on this topic, we believe that many of these limitations

will be resolved in the coming years.

8 FUTUREWORK
We discuss additional applications of GPTeach as a tool for teacher

and student evaluations.We suggest design ideas for future versions

of teacher training tools that use LLM-simulated students. Based on

our observations from user studies and our experiences in building

GPTeach, we believe two critical design features are missing from

our tool: 1) a shared-context code editor and 2) teaching feedback.

We also recommend crowdsourced and AI-augmented suggestions

for real-time teaching tips. Finally, we suggest a user-facing cus-

tomizable student persona component.

8.1 GPTeach for Evaluation
In addition to being useful for teacher training, GPTeach can also

be used as a scalable way of performing teacher and student evalu-

ations. With the transcripts obtained from GPTeach sessions with

teachers, evaluations can be done on teachers’ conversational per-

formance, an important part of assessing teacher effectiveness

[14, 24]. For students, the tool could be used to check for student

understanding—if they can effectively teach simulated students a

concept, then they likely comprehend the material themselves.

With GPTeachwe can obtain teaching session transcripts at a low

cost since we do not need to have real students; there are also none

of the associated privacy issues that come with using transcripts of

real student interactions. The tool allows for the collection of these

transcripts over time, allowing us to see improvements/progress

over a greater period. Additionally, this tool allows us to gather

large amounts of data, making it possible to perform large scale

analyses that would otherwise not be feasible to do using teaching

session transcripts with real students. These analyses could then

inform individual teachers, as well as higher-level organizations

such as schools, districts, government, and educators at large.

In addition to using GPTeach to evaluate teachers, we can also

use the tool to evaluate student understanding of course material.

Students can use the tool with modified learning goals such as

“explain the topic of for loops and answer any [simulated] student

questions” to demonstrate what they have learned. Moreover, since

traditional ways of evaluation are becoming increasingly difficult

to assess fairly due to AI-related academic integrity issues, this is a

way to use LLMs to aid in the learning process, keeping the student

at the center.

8.2 Shared Context: Code Editor
Just as with real teaching interactions, shared workspaces/materials

are essential to aligning student-teacher contexts. In systems such

as GPTeach it is important to have a visible code editor between

students and teachers. In our study, several participants remarked

that they wished they could better refer to student code, as well

as appropriately format their own written code examples. Given

LLMs such as GPT are capable of writing code, this presents an

opportunity to simulate not only students, but also student code.

In future work we look to focus on code writing by including code

editor(s) that can be referred to and manipulated by both simulated

students and teachers-in-training.

8.3 Direct Teacher Feedback
Feedback is another important feature to be added to future teacher

training tools like GPTeach. Providing feedback to teachers has been

shown to be an essential component in teacher training [9]. Many

of our participants noted wishing they knew how they were doing

from session to session. In addition to providing analyses of session

transcripts at the end of teaching sessions, we believe providing

real-time feedback could lead to increased training benefits. Having

the ability to shift the course of a teaching session while it is in

progress and try a different response instead is a unique possibility

that using simulated students affords. In future work, we aim to

explore which kinds of feedback, such as real-time, post-session, or

a mix, are best suited for this application.

8.4 Crowdsourced/AI-augmented Teaching Tips
We recommend leveraging the power of other teachers by pro-

viding users with crowdsourced and AI-augmented teaching tips

and suggestions in real-time. For instance, teachers-in-training

who are stuck trying to find an example to give the simulated stu-

dents may request to see some crowdsourced, proven examples. We

recommend augmenting these community-provided teaching tips

with AI to generate additional, unique responses and approaches,

while still keeping educators at the focal point. We believe adding

a community-centered component to such tools is important for

maintaining the academic spirit of collaboration.

8.5 User-Facing Customization of Personas
Finally, we recommend opening the persona customization process

to the user in addition to the tool creators. We believe it would

be helpful for users to optionally customize the student personas

they would like to practice with based on some predefined student

properties: confidence (low-high), mindset (hopeless-hopeful), sen-

timent toward class (negative-positive), excitement (low-high), re-

ceptiveness (low-high), and beyond. By allowing users to customize

the personas of the simulated students, the teachers-in-training

could practice self-efficacy in engaging in challenging or unfamiliar

teaching sessions.
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9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present GPTeach, a novel teacher training tool that

allows teachers-in-training to practice teachingwith GPT-simulated

students. We evaluated our tool with two studies, a think-aloud

study and an A/B test.

In the think-aloud studies we found numerous benefits to the

teacher training experience. Namely, participants faced less time

pressure than in real office hours, allowing them to draft their mes-

sages more carefully, curating thoughtful examples, making use

of inclusive language, and strategizing different approaches in re-

gards to learning goals. Participants found teaching sessions with

GPTeach not only as an opportunity to practice teaching pedagogy,

but also to brush up on course-specific content, suggesting that

GPTeach has promising uses in serving as a “warm-up” for even

experienced teachers prior to real-life office hours and teaching

sessions. We also noted fundamental similarities between GPTeach

sessions and real-life sessions, particularly in conversational struc-

ture. Another finding of interest was that participants benefited

from the iterative practice built into the GPTeach experience.

From the comparative A/B study we found that participants who

received GPTeach had a higher recommender score than those who

received the dialogue-based baseline—promising results that sug-

gest GPTeach and similar systems could be the future of engaging,

scalable teacher training.

GPT technology has become a new and controversial topic within

the field of education at all levels from primary and secondary to

university. Despite the already observed and potentially continued

negative implications of LLM-based systems in the classroom and

across the education world, we believe there is great potential to use

these tools for a positive purpose to improve and augment learning

experiences worldwide. We urge educators to consider how as a

community we can come together to shape the potential positive

outcomes of these technologies in the education space.
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